II Cor. 6: 14-18

SUBJECT: The Separated Life
II. 6: 14-18

THE SEPARATED LIFE
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I Marriage.

Deut. 6: 1-3, 5... The Family
Solomon
Ahab, Jezebel
Nehemiah 13: 23-31

Paul in 1 Cor. 7: 39 "only in the Lord"

The possibilities in a X:1 marriage
Personal happiness, companionship
A X:1 home: prayers, Bible, Sunday
Children brought up in nurture, the Lord...

For every precious possession, a done promise,
God wired these things because I stand judgment.
not...
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The part compromised in the world.

1 Cor. 2:17,18. Otherwise may know he a z2.

107. I Thess. 2:7,8. Otherwise may know he a z2.

The world: Heu. 13:5-18. The part compromising that toward is sons. But the form of this solemnly, to show ways.

Thoroughly moved into the city, sitting in the gate. There is mention of pleasure, clearly, which is identified with: of the city; mention of the daughter of wisdom. The worldly z2: no difference. Their life short, but easy.

Living by wisdom, though.

The wisdom of the world: when the two were united.

Isa. 8:10. A stranger, a pilgrim in the world. A daughter of the world, her fath's house (wisdom), mother land, would against with her.
The Appeal: "Come out..."

God's anger is sudden? 2 Peter 2:7, 8

Mehemic: God's anger means treachery. 6:15 "So did not?"
(Finch, governor, ministered justice, talked from the wrong people).

Daniel's guilt found. 1:12 "Praise..." and one

The Rehearsal 34:9 "A truce and an oath. The Lord is good, blessed to the man that trusts in him."
Dear [Name],

I am writing to express my deep gratitude for your kindness and support during these challenging times. Your generosity has truly made a difference in our lives, and I cannot thank you enough.

With best regards,

[Your Name]